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It is finished, yes the long looked for roster page for your XOOPS site is here. I hired a
programmer 4 days ago and he has built the Roster Module with Application page, and all the
admin features to customize it just for your XOOPS site.

The Application page you might have to manually edit to your need and the Roster Module was
based on the OFX_Clan_Roster module for nuke php. Rather then try to port over the
OFX_Clan_Roster module for nuke php we decided just to build a new module just for XOOPS
site.

This module is great for all sites that need a roster page for members of their clan, band, org,
team, business, etc etc. As for myself I have it on a gaming site and so far it is working swwet
and smooth.

The down side is that this was a lot of work and I did have to spend a few hundred to get a
programmer to build this module, so for now I am asking for donations to help our clan recover
some of the cost of building it.

We tried to keep it as universal as possible

To see in action you can go to:
http://moh.xoaclan.com/modules/members/

To get a copy you can send a donation to:
Paypal@xoaclan.com

Be sure to put in the comments XOOPS Roster Module. Since I live in California USA you
should expect the module emailed to you within minutes to a few hours between the hours of
6am to 10pm PST

List of features
Edit the titles
Create titles
Delete titles
Set weights for how you want the titles to list
Edit the Members
Approve new members
Delete new / old members
Link up the members picture to show on profile page
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Email link on every profile
Automaticly insert new apps into members (no more copy and paste)
and so much more.

This module is a simple yet effective roster, if you think team is too complex you might want to
try this. Simple, and to the point here.

Thanks for all your support on this I know if you liked the OFX Roster you will love this Module
for your XOOPS site.
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for your XOOPS site.
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